SEL-3405
High accuracy fiber-optic IRIG-B Transmitter or Receiver. Meets or Surpasses Electric Utility Type Tests and Hardened for EHV Applications.
Part Number: 3405 XXX

**IRIG-B**
- IRIG-B Transmitter
- IRIG-B Receiver

**Accessories**
- **Cables**
  - SEL-C808 Multimode Fiber-Optic Cable*
    - Please see Online MOT or contact SEL REP or CSR for ordering information.
  - J1 Mono Plug to BNC connector, 1.82 m (6 ft)*
    - C 6 5 4
  - J1 Mono Plug to DB-9 Connector, 1.82 m (6 ft)*
    - C 6 5 5
  - J1 Mono Plug to Ring Terminals, 1.82 m (6 ft)*
    - C 6 5 6
  - SEL-C940 DB-9 to Dual BNC Male Connectors (for IRIG and +5 Vdc)*
    - Please see Online MOT or contact SEL REP or CSR for ordering information.
  - SEL-C942 DB-9 to Tinned Wires (+5 Vdc) and BNC Male Connector (IRIG-B)*
    - Please see Online MOT or contact SEL REP or CSR for ordering information.

**Other Accessories**
- SEL-9321 Low-Voltage DC Power Supply*
  - Please see Online MOT or contact SEL REP or CSR for ordering information.

* Additional Cost

---

*Making Electric Power Safer, More Reliable, and More Economical®*
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